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When Nathan Leopold and Richard Loeb were convicted of murdering 14-year-old Bobby 

Franks in 1924, the case – dubbed ‘the crime of the century’ by contemporary media – left 

America reeling. Leopold and Loeb were wealthy, privileged and extraordinarily intelligent 

(Leopold had an IQ of 210); their seemingly motiveless crime, committed merely to prove a 

philosophical point, gave rise to the term ‘thrill kill’. The ‘crime of the century’ became ‘the 

trial of the century’, a media spectacle that assured the case of an extraordinary degree of 

cultural resonance. The shocking crime and incendiary court case have inspired myriad works 

in theatre, literature and film, including Hitchcock’s 1948 film Rope (itself based on Patrick 

Hamilton’s 1929 play of the same name), Meyer Levin’s ‘documentary novel’ Compulsion 

(1956) and numerous films, plays and television documentaries.  

 Stephen Dolginoff's musical two-hander Thrill Me: The Leopold and Loeb Story is the 

latest in a long and often distinguished line of narrative treatments of the case. Initially staged 

in 2005, the show has enjoyed global success with over 100 productions performed in 

fourteen countries and ten different languages. The fact that the Spring 2015 tour, described 

by Dolginoff as the first ‘revival’ tour,1 has seen the production fill increasingly larger touring 

stages is testament to the show’s enduring appeal. 

 The musical is set in Joliet Prison, Chicago, in 1958 at Nathan Leopold’s fifth parole 

hearing. Leopold, played by Jo Parsons, has been in prison for 34 years, the review board 

(voiced by Patricia Quinn and Lee Mead) having been unwilling to sanction his release until 

he has suitably accounted for why the murder took place. As Leopold makes his case, the 

action is played out in extended flashbacks to the events of 1924 with Parsons modulating his 

voice and performance to offer a convincing portrayal of the killer at two very different stages 

of life. The richness of Parsons’s performance is all the more apparent given the economy of 

the set, James Turner’s minimalistic approach – providing little more than a bed, a set of 

prison bars and a radio – allowing the audience to focus on the skill of the actors. Instead of 

relying on props and backdrops, scenes and moods are created via Richard Williamson’s 

evocative lighting design, which makes effective use of darkness as well as light. Richard 

Loeb, played by Ben Woods, often appears wreathed in cigarette smoke, the starkness of the 

set and the chiaroscuro lighting combining to create a menacing effect. 

 Perhaps the most chilling and effective use of light and shade comes during the scene 

depicting the abduction of Bobby Franks. The dark stage is minimally lit, with a single 

spotlight on Loeb who stands centrally, towards the front of the stage, and a pair of additional 

spots, stage right and to the rear, which represent the headlights of the hire car in which the 

murder was committed. The chilling simplicity of the scene highlights both the towering 

monstrosity of the powerful, manipulative Loeb and the innocence and vulnerability of his 

victim. The roaring engine and flash of the headlights that indicate the moment when Franks’s 

life is snuffed out demonstrate beautifully the sensitivity with which Dolginoff handles the 

play’s most challenging material. 

 Although the decision to turn one of the twentieth century’s most notorious murders into a 

musical may seem a little perverse, Dolginoff’s score does not trivialise the subject matter. 

Although the rhyme schemes mean that the lyrics feel at times contrived, Tom Turner’s 

brooding piano adds credibility and resonance. Parsons and Woods, though accomplished 

actors, are not necessarily the best singers; however, a generous reviewer may be inclined to 

view the few missed notes as adding a degree of verisimilitude and believability to the 
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characters. The play would certainly have functioned just as well, if not better, without the 

musical numbers; that said, the songs do help to establish the claustrophobia of Leopold and 

Loeb’s relationship, Leopold’s rising hysteria as he realises that his mistakes will lead to their 

arrest and, crucially, Loeb’s essential banality. Loeb’s confession ‘I’m afraid to die’, in his 

solo ‘Afraid’, reveals that his ideas of Nietzschean superiority were wildly misplaced. 

 Crucially, Dolginoff’s musical pays only minimal attention to the murder itself, a decision 

which prevents the show from appearing tawdry, exploitative or sensationalistic. Instead, the 

focus is on the intense relationship between Leopold and Loeb, foregrounding the 

homosexuality which earlier treatments, such as Levin’s Compulsion, could only hint at. 

Indeed, in many ways Dolginoff has transformed the tale from a thriller into a love story, with 

the lovesick, tremulous Leopold seemingly in thrall to his charismatic, dangerous lover. The 

play places great emphasis on the concealed nature of the pair’s relationship; homosexuality 

was still illegal in 1924 and although lesbians and gay men did have a high degree of 

visibility in Chicago’s more bohemian neighbourhoods in the 1920s, homophobia was still 

rife. America’s bigotry is revealed when the Parole Board refers to the killers as ‘homicidal 

degenerates’ and say that the Chicago Police had no experience of dealing with people ‘like 

that’; their language choice making it clear that they are referencing the pair’s sexuality as 

much as their murderous proclivities. Interestingly, Leopold and Loeb themselves are much 

more reticent. When, in the song ‘A Written Contract’, Loeb lays out his vision of himself as 

a Nietzschean Übermensch and entreats Leopold to join him, Leopold demurs. Despite Loeb’s 

veiled promise to consummate their relationship if Leopold helps him to commit crimes of 

arson and murder, both men shy away from mentioning sex outright; Wilde’s ‘Love that dare 

not speak its name’ literally goes unmentioned. Leopold is particularly coy, singing ‘I'll do 

what you want but you won't do... what I want.’ When Loeb counters with the suggestion that 

the two law students put their agreement on a legal footing via a written contract, signed in 

blood, he sings ‘Here's your chance to make things legal at last’, the reference to the illegality 

of their same-sex relationship in 1920s Chicago as ill-concealed as the relationship itself. 

 Dolginoff’s treatment of the dynamics of the relationship is particularly interesting. The 

script makes no mention of Hegelian master/slave dialectic which formed the basis of the 

infamous Hulbert-Bowman report on Leopold and Loeb commissioned by the killers’ defence 

team and was leaked to the media ahead of the court case. There is certainly a power 

imbalance; Dolginoff’s simpering, skittish Leopold apparently defers to Loeb’s every whim, 

aiding and abetting his crimes as he tries to please and impress the object of his affection. 

However, whilst in Levin’s Compulsion, Judd (the thinly-veiled fictional character who stood 

in for Leopold) did this knowingly and deliberately as a means of heightening his own sexual 

and intellectual arousal, Dolginoff’s character seems tortured by the unequal terms of the 

relationship and his unrequited desire for Loeb. The audience is at first irritated by – and 

possibly even contemptuous of – Leopold’s weakness, before being moved to a position of 

sympathy in response to Loeb’s increasingly odious treatment of his seemingly well-meaning 

companion. Yet the musical concludes with an unforeseen twist that turns preconceived 

notions on their head and forces the audience to question the willingness with which we 

swallow murder narratives as entertainment. The essential artifice of narrative is also 

foregrounded; the audience, having been duped by a glib, manipulative psychopath, must 

admit the impossibility of ever knowing another’s ‘truth’ – a fact which also highlights the 

very many issues with the ‘expert’ opinion offered on the original case. Significantly, the 

twist in the tale extends beyond narrative to empathy: Loeb’s downfall is no more than his 

just desserts, but the audience’s delight in this challenges conventional morality and brings 

into relief the modern trend towards the valorisation of ‘celebrity’ serial killers. 

 Although not without its faults, Dolginoff’s musical is a very watchable, intriguing and 

superbly staged piece of theatre. Catch it if you can. 
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Notes 

 

 
1 Stephen Dolginoff, Author’s note in official programme. 
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